Perhaps no other major theorist of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries presents such difficulties of comprehension and interpretation as Moritz Hauptmann (1792-1868). On glancing through his main treatise, *Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik,*¹ the casual reader finds none of the usual features of a *Kompositionslehre* by Weber or Marx—no tables of intervals or chords, few rules of voice leading, no examples of actual works—nor does he find the extensive lists of intervalic proportions and detailed descriptions of acoustical experiments that typify the mathematical-physical orientation of the harmonic systems of Rameau, Tartini, and Vogler. The reader rather is confronted with over 350 pages of dense prose that abounds in metaphysical jargon and that is accompanied by illustrations using note names, Roman numerals, lines, and curves in ways that resemble no previous theoretical work.

Indeed, Hauptmann’s treatise is unique both in its mode of presentation and in its conception of music theory. Hauptmann is the first, and indeed the only, theorist of the modern era who has attempted to explain all harmonic and metric phenomena on the basis of a sole universal principle: “in all aspects of its [music’s] harmonic-melodic, as well as its metric-rhythmic existence, there will always be only one law to be
referred to for its correct and intelligible organization.” To say that Hauptmann is unique, however, does not mean that he stands fully outside the theoretical traditions of his age. In his belief that music theory should be founded upon immutable laws, he clearly follows the path initiated by Rameau, and his attempt to embrace all musical relationships reflects the “encyclopedic tendencies” characteristic of other major theorists in the first half of the nineteenth century.

According to Hauptmann, “Music is universally intelligible in its expression. It is not for the musician alone, but for the common understanding of mankind.” Hauptmann thus searches for principles of music theory that actually transcend the purely musical: “That which is musically inadmissible is not so because it is contrary to a rule determined by musicians, but because it is contrary to a natural law given to musicians from mankind, because it is logically untrue and internally contradictory. A musical fault is a logical fault, a fault for the general understanding of mankind, and not for a specifically musical understanding.” For a German thinker of the mid-nineteenth century, the “logic” referred to in this statement is the dialectics of metaphysical idealism.

Throughout his theory, Hauptmann employs the three dialectical components of identity (unity, equality with self), duality (inner opposition, something divided within itself), and unity of duality, in order to demonstrate that all musical phenomena come into being and have an intelligible relationship with each other through their expression of this universal logic. Thus he declares, for example, that there are only three directly intelligible musical intervals—the octave, which represents a state of unity; the fifth, which produces an opposition to this unity; and the major third, which unifies this opposition and creates at the same time a new entity, the major triad. Hauptmann applies this dialectical approach to the theory of meter as well. He claims that metrical unity finds its expression in the duple meter; an opposition is created by the triple meter; and a reconciliation of this opposition comes about through the quadruple meter. As he proceeds to elaborate both his harmonic and metrical systems, Hauptmann appeals continually to these three dialectical components in order to distinguish between musical phenomena that are logical and comprehensible and those that violate the universal laws of nature and should thus be banned from compositional practice.

As a consequence of Hauptmann’s emphasis throughout his writings on “system,” “logical meanings,” “universal laws,” and the like, most historians have focused their critical attention on Hauptmann’s general concept of theory construction and the specific role that dialectics plays within this theory. To be sure, had Hauptmann done nothing more than reformulate traditional ideas into a systematic whole, his
importance for the history of music theory would have been substantial nonetheless: for by basing a theory of both harmony and meter on a limited set of fundamental principles, Hauptmann established a new standard of theoretical investigation in music, one that enormously influenced the major German theorists who succeeded him in the course of the nineteenth century. But Hauptmann's significance transcends the mere influence of his methodology on later thinkers. An examination of the actual content of his theories reveals that he advocates new and important conceptions of harmony and meter.

Hauptmann's treatment of a single theoretical issue—the suspension dissonance—will highlight some of these innovations. The practical advantage of choosing this specific issue over the myriad other topics that constitute a complete theory of music is the fact that the suspension dissonance not only addresses questions of harmony, but also those of meter, for an essential attribute of this dissonance type is its required placement on a metrically accented portion of a measure. Since Hauptmann is the first figure in the history of music theory to treat both harmony and meter on an equal footing, an examination of how he defines and explains the suspension dissonance allows us to explore his contributions to both of these major areas of theoretical thought.

In order to clarify Hauptmann's special approach to the suspension, it will be useful to consider briefly its treatment by previous theorists. Throughout the baroque theory of counterpoint and thoroughbass, the suspension was frequently designated the "syncope" and was distinguished from the ornamental or "passing" dissonance by its voice leading and metrical placement. Beginning with Rameau's theory of harmony, the single category of the syncope evolved into two distinct dissonance forms—the seventh chord and the suspension chord. Both of these chordal types were considered to be harmonic structures and were analyzed in terms of their fundamental bass. Chords composed of ornamental, passing dissonances were also incorporated into the new harmonic theory, but these chords were understood to be nonharmonic structures that lacked a true fundamental bass.

The complete separation of the syncope dissonance into two categories, seventh chords and suspension chords, was not achieved immediately. Early in the eighteenth century, Rameau still believed that all harmonic dissonances have their origin in a single dissonant form, namely, the chord of the seventh. And in order to explain the behavior of dissonant chords that have intervallic structures different from that of the seventh chord, he introduced one of his most controversial notions—the chord of supposition. In the case, then, of what we today term the 4-3 suspension, shown in the second measure of Example 1, Rameau considers the dissonant note, F, to be the seventh of a chord whose root is G (as analyzed in line a); and he regards the C in the bass
voice as a "supernumary" sound, one that does not belong to the actual harmony. This extra note below the seventh chord "supposes" the true fundamental bass, G, which lies directly above the actual bass, hence the term "chord of supposition." The theoretical advantage that Rameau achieves from this rather bizarre account is a unified conception of dissonance as a harmonic seventh. But his view has some serious drawbacks. In the first place, the seventh harmony is missing both its third and fifth. These notes, B and D, have been replaced by doubling the note of supposition, C. In the second place, Rameau's harmonic analysis of supposition chords frequently results in an undesirable syncopation of the harmony, as is the case with the present example. More importantly, though, is the fact that most subsequent theorists simply could not perceive the harmony of the suspension dissonance in the way described by Rameau, and none but his most steadfast followers continued to uphold the theory of chords by supposition.

Despite Rameau's belief that all harmonic dissonances are members of the seventh chord, his introduction of supposition chords marks the first step in the division of the syncope dissonance into two separate categories. The theorist who can be credited with effecting the decisive classification of these dissonant types is Johann Philipp Kirnberger, who in the last third of the eighteenth century differentiated "essential" from "nonessential" dissonances, a distinction that was enormously influential on subsequent harmonic theory. Kirnberger's essential dissonance is found in the fundamental seventh chord, in which the dissonant seventh is a genuine constituent of the harmony. The nonessential dissonance arises in suspension chords, where the dissonant tone is conceived to be nonharmonic, a mere replacement of the chord tone to which it resolves. Although the suspension tone itself may be nonharmonic, Kirnberger follows Rameau in believing that the dissonant chord as a whole possesses harmonic value. But whereas Rameau understood the supposition chord to be a seventh harmony that changes upon resolution of the dissonance, Kirnberger asserts that both the chords of suspension and resolution have the same harmony (as shown in line b of Ex. 1). Rather than regarding the bass note, C, as a nonchord tone, as Rameau does, Kirnberger considers this note the actual fundamental bass of the suspension chord, a view that has generally been accepted by most subsequent theorists. Thus the fundamental disagreement between Rameau and Kirnberger concerns an identification of which note in the suspension chord is nonharmonic and the corollary interpretation of the harmonic value assigned to the entire chord.

Let us now turn to Hauptmann's view of the suspension dissonance. A central assumption in his general conception of tonal relationships is the belief that every individual tone, as part of a melody or as a member of a chord, must be regarded as a root, third, or fifth of a particular
triad. For instance, in the simple chord progression I to V in C-major (Ex. 2), Hauptmann understands the G in the first chord to possess the harmonic meaning of fifth in relation to the root and third, C and E, respectively. In the second chord, the G has changed its meaning to that of a root in relation to the third and fifth, B and D. If in the progression from the first chord to the next, the C is delayed in its motion to B, as in Example 3, then a dissonance results because, as Hauptmann explains, the note G acquires the simultaneous meaning of fifth (in relation to the suspended C) and root (in relation to the newly entering D). This contradiction in harmonic meaning attached to the individual note G is the source for the listener’s perception that the C and D form a dissonance. When the C moves to B, the conflict in the harmonic interpretation of the G, and hence the dissonance, is resolved, for the G then possesses root meaning exclusively.\textsuperscript{16}

Hauptmann’s explanation of the suspension dissonance is a strange one indeed. The idea that our perception of dissonance is owing to a single note, one that does not even belong to the dissonant interval itself, would appear to defy most musicians’ intuitive sense. And to be sure, this aspect of Hauptmann’s dissonance conception has had virtually no subsequent influence in the history of music theory. There is, however, another dimension to his notion of dissonance that has greater historical significance. Let us recall that in the suspension chord of Example 1, both Rameau and Kirnberger regard only two of the three notes as genuine chord tones; indeed, their views conflict precisely on the question of which note is nonharmonic. Hauptmann, on the contrary, says nothing about any nonharmonic tones within the chord; in fact, he considers that each note bears harmonic meaning of some kind or another. Thus, the suspended C continues to retain its harmonic interpretation as root in relation to G (as fifth), even when the D enters to form a fifth against this same G (now a root). When Hauptmann explains other dissonant structures, he continues to invoke the principle that every note within the chord has harmonic meaning. For example, he claims that the dominant seventh chord of Example 4a contains not only the complete dominant triad but the root from the subdominant triad as well;\textsuperscript{17} and he further finds that the diminished seventh chord of Example 4b comprises two elements each from the dominant and subdominant triads.\textsuperscript{18}

With this account of the harmonic significance of notes within dissonant structures, Hauptmann stands at the crossroads of two opposing trends in the history of dissonance theory. As Carl Dahlhaus has pointed out, the dispute between Heinrich Schenker and Arnold Schoenberg over the harmonic status of dissonant tones arises from each of these theorists’ utter rejection of one side of Kirnberger’s distinction between essential and nonessential dissonances.\textsuperscript{19} Schenker argues that harmonic
relationships involve triads exclusively and that all nontriadic elements of a chord at a given level of structure must be seen as embellishing tones, devoid of any harmonic significance. In other words, he rejects Kirnberger’s category of the essential dissonance, in which the seventh chord can be conceived as a fundamental harmonic structure along with the triad. Schoenberg, on the contrary, insists that all tones within a chord contribute to its harmonic meaning and sense of progression; he thus rejects Kirnberger’s nonessential dissonance, in which certain tones can be considered merely accidental. In relation to both Schenker and Schoenberg, Hauptmann’s conception of dissonance can be seen as a curious fusion of these two conflicting positions. Looking forward to Schenker, Hauptmann cannot conceive of harmonic relations in any other than triadic terms; indeed, he is perhaps the first theorist to insist so forcefully that the major and minor triads are the only fundamental harmonic structures. But at the same time, Hauptmann anticipates Schoenberg by refusing to regard any tone in a chord as merely non-harmonic, because to do so would undermine his basic premise that the effect of dissonance arises from an “opposition” of harmonic meaning. The preceding observations are not meant to imply that Hauptmann directly influenced these later Viennese theorists, for the polemic between Schenker and Schoenberg stands at the very climax in the long tradition of Austrian fundamental-bass theory (Stufentheorie), whereas Hauptmann’s fusion marks the beginning of a specifically German approach to harmony, one that finds its fullest expression in Hugo Riemann’s theory of harmonic functions (Funktionstheorie). Nevertheless, the comparison of Hauptmann to Schenker and Schoenberg reveals most clearly the former’s special position within the history of reduction analysis.

But now the question must be asked, if Hauptmann regards every note in a dissonant chord as bearing harmonic meaning in relation to one or more triads, how does he understand the harmonic content of the chord taken as a whole? Hauptmann’s own answer to this question, at least in the case of the simple suspension chord of Example 3, reveals him to be more of a reductionist than commonly assumed. According to his explanation for the source of the dissonance in this chord—whereby the G acquires double harmonic meaning by being both a fifth and a root—it would follow that the chord could very well be analyzed as possessing equally two different harmonies, G and C. Nothing in what has been discussed thus far would suggest that either one of these two harmonic interpretations should prevail. But in other statements, ones that would seem to be motivated more by intuitive musical sense than by logical consistency, Hauptmann nevertheless tips the balance in favor of one harmony over the other:
In the case of the suspension dissonance, the dissonant chord can already be taken as essentially that which follows upon resolution, except that it contains a jarring element that must be removed.\(^22\) Its resolution does not occur on an essentially different harmony but rather on the root harmony of the suspension chord itself.\(^23\)

Hauptmann has thus ultimately adopted the position held by Kirnberger, who regards both the chord of suspension and the chord of resolution as possessing the same harmony. Hauptmann may continue to consider the suspended C a harmonic root, yet he reduces this "jarring element" to the more predominant root meaning that the G acquires in relation to the newly entering D. It is interesting to note that Hauptmann does not provide any justification in terms of his dialectical principles for choosing the G harmony over the C harmony in this chord; thus here, as elsewhere, he abandons his system to avoid falsifying his own musical experience.

The question of how to interpret the harmony of the suspension configuration (that is, the three chords of preparation, dissonance, and resolution) holds more than speculative interest. As we turn to the way in which Hauptmann explains why the suspension chord must be placed on a metrically accented beat within a measure, the relationship of harmonic context to meter will prove to be of major significance. But before dealing directly with Hauptmann's important contribution to this issue, it will help first to survey briefly how earlier theorists discuss the metrical placement of this dissonance form. According to the traditional rule, the dissonant chord falls on a strong, or accented, beat within a measure, and the chords of preparation and resolution generally appear on the preceding and following weak beats respectively. This rule, which can be traced back as far as Tinctoris, is applied throughout renaissance and baroque theory to all *syncope* dissonances.\(^24\) In the course of the eighteenth century, theorists began to observe that in compositional practice the preparation, resolution, or especially the metrical placement of some of these dissonances behaved differently from others; indeed, this fact led to the dissolution of the *syncope* into two types—the seventh and the suspension. Thus Kirnberger, the theorist most responsible for clarifying the different metrical requirements of these dissonances, states many times throughout his writings that whereas the nonessential suspension must always be placed on an accented portion of the measure, the essential seventh is free to occupy any metrical position whatsoever.\(^25\) In explaining why the suspension chord is metrically restricted, Kirnberger's pupil Johann Abraham Peter Schulz notes that this chord "always comes on a strong beat so that the dissonance may be more noticeable,"\(^26\) and Kirnberger himself further mentions that the suspension must be accented "in order to be differentiated
from mere passing dissonances and, at the same time, to arouse our expectation of the following consonance all the more.”

Kirnberger thus directs his attention to the forcefulness that an accented position can impart to the suspension dissonance. But this explanation is seriously flawed since it fails to account for why the essential seventh dissonance, which is metrically unrestricted, does not require the addition of accent as well, especially since Kirnberger states elsewhere in his writings that this dissonance also arouses expectations that are fulfilled upon resolution.28 Ironically, Kirnberger does not realize that the key to understanding why the suspension dissonance and the seventh dissonance exhibit different metrical behavior is found precisely in the different harmonic contexts in which these dissonances arise, contexts that he himself was to discover as the main source for distinguishing between these dissonant types. Therefore, it was left to later theorists to make use of Kirnberger’s central observation—that the suspension chord has the same harmony as the chord of resolution—when explaining the metrical placement of this dissonance.

Early in the nineteenth century, for example, Gottfried Weber notes that when the suspension configuration is set into a metrical framework such that the dissonant chord falls on an unaccented beat, in violation of the traditional rule, then one of two irregularities in harmonic rhythm arises. Example 5a shows how a syncopation of the harmony results from placing the suspension on the second beat of a duple meter or on the third beat of a triple meter. Example 5b illustrates the “rhythmic inversion,” as Weber calls it, that is created by placing the dissonance on the second beat of a triple meter.29 Weber concludes that in order to avoid any of these rhythmic irregularities, the composer should adhere to the customary practice of placing the suspension on the downbeat of a measure.30 Weber’s explanation at first seems quite convincing. By focusing on the problems of harmonic rhythm that result from misplaced suspensions, he provides the means for distinguishing the metrically restricted suspension chord from the unrestricted seventh chord, whose placement on an unaccented beat creates neither a syncopation nor rhythmic inversion because its resolution brings about a decisive change of harmony (see Ex. 6). Yet there still exist some shortcomings to Weber’s account that are worthy of mention, for they help shed light on the way in which Hauptmann better treats this issue. First, Weber presents his argument from a negative point of view. Rather than pointing out directly why the suspension dissonance is most appropriately set on an accented beat, he concerns himself solely with the poor results that follow from placing it on an unaccented beat. Second, and more importantly, Weber decides whether a chord is accented or unaccented by virtue of its placement within a preexistent metrical framework of strong and weak beats. Indeed, it is only by assuming
a. syncopation

Example 5

b. "inversion"

Example 6
that metrical organization is independent of pitch organization that Weber can test out the various effects that arise from placing the sus-
pen-sion configuration on different positions within the measure.

But if we examine the entire question of the relationship between the suspension dissonance and its attendant accent outside of an a priori metrical scheme, then the inherent weakness in Weber's negative approach becomes more evident. To illustrate, let us consider Example 7, which features a series of suspensions notated without a time signature or bar lines that would prejudice our metrical interpretation. In listening to this passage, we would probably hear metrical accents arising directly at the positions occupied by the dissonant chords (shown by the asterisks). To be sure, we might try to hear the passage according to an alternative meter and may then notice that irregularities of harmonic rhythm arise in the way described by Weber. But it is unnecessary to take this latter step in order to be convinced of our initial impression of the meter, for in listening to Example 7, the musical content itself would appear directly to express its own metrical interpretation.

The first theorist to formulate principles for adequately explaining how suspension chords can generate metrical accents is Moritz Hauptmann. To understand how he proposes to link the suspension dissonance with meter, it is necessary first to examine his concept of metrical accent. According to Hauptmann: "A first element of time, which metrically can only be a first of a second equal to it, is determining for its second element; this second is determined. The first as against its second has the energy of initiation and thereby the metrical accent." In this most important passage, Hauptmann cites two features of accent—determination and initiation: the first member of a metrical unit determines the second member, and as the initiator, the first member becomes accented because it possesses the "energy of initiation." Hauptmann's statement is significant not only for the ideas it includes, but also for those it omits. Thus it is especially interesting to note that he makes no reference whatsoever to the traditional attributes of metrical accent found in previous theories of meter since the beginning of the eighteenth century. For example, he says nothing about an accent having greater intensity or longer duration than its surrounding unacents; nor does he assign special strength or weight to the accented event in relation to its neighboring unaccented events. To be sure, he speaks of an "energy" that the first member of a metrical unit obtains, but he does not suggest that this property has any specifically musical analogue that might be indicated through notation or realized in performance. Long before Hauptmann, of course, theorists associated accent with the first of a metrical unit, but it was then a question of the performer imparting emphasis (through actual dynamic intensification) to the downbeat of a measure in order to make the sense of beginning
Example 7

Example 8 Schumann, “Sicilianisch,” 43 Clavierstücke für Jugend, Op. 68
more evident. On the contrary, Hauptmann implies that a beginning
*naturally* possesses accent; it need not be supplied by the performer.

With his notion of accent by initiation, Hauptmann introduces a new
idea that has great significance for the theory of meter, for there are
many situations in which a metrical analysis can only be justified by an
appeal to the fact of initiation. We might ask, for example, why the
opening of Schumann’s *Sicilianisch* is perceived more correctly in a
duple 6/8 meter, as notated by Schumann in Example 8a, than in a
triple 9/8 meter, shown in Example 8b? Inasmuch as the chords on the
third dotted-quarter beat (indicated by an asterisk) are neither louder
nor longer than those on the surrounding beats, why does this third
beat bear accentuation such that it sounds like the downbeat of a met-
rical unit? Surely the change of harmony at this point is decisive for our
metrical interpretation: the first two beats stand as a first and second of
a single VII₆ harmony, and the following two beats express a first and
second of the I₆ harmony. Thus to speak in Hauptmann’s terms, each
harmonic first possesses “the energy of initiation and thereby the
metrical accent.” Hauptmann’s emphasis on initiation as the main phe-
nomenon associated with accent represents a major contribution to the
theory of meter; nothing in earlier theories would have generated such
an explanation for the metrical interpretation of this passage.³³

Let us now turn back to the initial inquiry of why the suspension
dissonance is traditionally coupled with a metrically accented position
and recall that Hauptmann, following both Kirnberger and Weber, sees
the chord of suspension bringing about a change of harmony that is
maintained through the chord of resolution. Using his idea of accent by
initiation, Hauptmann then relates this harmonic fact to meter:

> It is thus determined that this dissonance must be a metrical first
> and its resolution a metrical second, that the dissonance must stand
> on an accented beat and the resolution on an unaccented beat; for
> with the dissonance a new harmony has appeared that is not changed
> in the resolution and that merely necessitates a following second ele-
> ment.³⁴

Hauptmann’s explanation thus focuses on how the dissonant chord and
its resolution form a harmonic first and second, and how this pair of
elements is linked directly to a metrical first and second. Indeed, Haupt-
mann would seem to be the first theorist to articulate this relationship
explicitly. As we have seen, Kirnberger’s remarks on the aesthetic effect
that a suspension acquires from its accented position does not concern
itself at all with the harmonic context of the suspension configuration.
And Weber’s account, while taking pitch structure into consideration,
approaches the issue from a negative viewpoint, one that emphasizes
the problems that are created by a misplaced dissonance but fails to
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provide a definite connection between the suspension and metrical accent. Hauptmann, however, presents a more positive formulation by demonstrating that a suspension dissonance is appropriately located on an accented position because a harmonic first demands a metrical first.

Throughout most of his writings, Hauptmann seems to indicate that although metrical formations are derived from the same universal laws that generate harmonic formations, the two are essentially independent of each other. Thus when he speaks in the statement just cited of how the suspension dissonance must stand upon an accented beat, he suggests that it is the composer's task to coordinate harmonic initiation with metrical initiation. In another passage, however, Hauptmann hints at a different interpretation of how harmony and meter relate:

The prepared, dissonant chord does not have to search for a position that is in itself metrically accented, but rather, this chord determines the position on which it stands as metrically first or accented; inasmuch as this chord must bring about a harmonic second, it is in itself a first element of time.\[35\]

Here, Hauptmann implies that a suspension is not merely associated with an independently existing accent, but rather that the dissonant chord itself, by virtue of being a harmonic first, brings into existence its own metrical accent. The significance of this idea should now be quite evident, for it was just such an account that was used to justify our metrical analysis of Example 7, discussed above in connection with Weber, where without any influence from the notation, we naturally hear a duple meter arising from the succession of suspension chords and their following resolutions.

In the passage just cited, Hauptmann reveals an understanding that harmonic structures can generate their own metrical interpretations; but this passage stands isolated at the end of his treatise and cannot be said to represent his general view of how harmony and meter interrelate. It is only with later theorists, especially Hugo Riemann, that Hauptmann's tentative suggestion receives a more complete theoretical treatment.\[36\] Indeed, the same can be said for most of the issues raised in this study, for many of Hauptmann's theoretical insights and innovations are not fully realized in his own writings. Thus his insistence that harmonic relationships are exclusively triadic finds its most complete development in Schenker's theory of harmonic-contrapuntal reduction. Likewise, the idea that all notes within a dissonant chord bear harmonic meaning remains a relatively abstract conception until Riemann and his successors draw more definite analytical consequences from Hauptmann's view.\[37\] In the area of metrical theory, Hauptmann's recognition that "initiation" gives rise to metrical accent represents a major contribution; but again, he fails to take full advantage of this insight, for his
only analytical application of this principle concerns the relationship of dissonant chords to meter. Yet, here, in the case of the suspension dissonance, Hauptmann’s account has stood the test of time. By demonstrating that suspensions require metrical as well as harmonic initiation, he accounts for the metrical placement of this dissonance in a way that significantly improves upon earlier theorists’ efforts and that retains its validity and persuasiveness to the very present.
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